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What’s New in Oracle Developer Cloud Service
(Traditional)
Oracle Developer Cloud Service (Traditional) will be decommissioned and support for
it will end on November 30, 2023. All customers running on “Traditional” instances of
DevCS must create an instance of Oracle Visual Builder Studio and migrate their
projects to it immediately, if they wish to use our build services.

Topics
• August 2019

• May 2019

August 2019

Feature Description

Improved Project
List view

Organization administrators can now filter the list of projects on the
Organization page to ones they own, ones they are members of, ones
that are their favorites, or see all projects (unfiltered view).

See Manage Projects of the Organization in Using Oracle Developer
Cloud Service (Traditional).

New migration guide A new guide that walks the organization administrator through the
process of migrating projects to DevCS on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
is available.

See Learn About Migrating to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure in Migrating
Oracle Developer Cloud Service (Traditional) to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.

Information about
the new Builds UI for
migrated users

If your organization has been migrated to use the new build system,
you'll notice that the Builds UI looks different from the one you are
used to seeing. To learn how to use the new UI, see Configure and
Run Project Jobs and Builds in Using Oracle Developer Cloud Service.

May 2019
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Feature Description

Merge Request
enhancements

The UI for branch protection has been updated to support the strict
merge request options.

See Set Managing Branches of Git Repositories in Using Oracle
Developer Cloud Service (Traditional).

Improved Import/
Export Data feature
is available

After you set up the necessary connections, you can now securely
export your project’s data to an OCI Object Storage bucket or an OCI
Object Storage Classic container of any data center. You can then
import that data into the same project (or into a different one) in the
same data center (or into a different one). This functionality will
streamline the process of migrating projects from OCI Classic to OCI.

See Exporting and Importing Project Data in Using Oracle Developer
Cloud Service (Traditional).

Updated software is
available in the
Software Catalog

Some new software bundles are available in the Software Catalog of
the build executor.

See About the Software Installed on the Build Executor in Using Oracle
Developer Cloud Service (Traditional).
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